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ABSTRACT

The global pandemic has forced academics to engage in remote doctoral supervision, and the need to understand this activity is greater than ever before. This contribution involved a cross-field review on remote supervision pertinent in the context of a global pandemic. We have utilised the results of an earlier study bringing a supervision model into a pandemic-perspective integrating studies published about and during the pandemic. We identified themes central to remote supervision along five theory-informed dimensions, namely intellectual/cognitive, instrumental, professional/technical, personal/emotional and ontological dimensions, and elaborate these in the light of the new reality of remote supervision.
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Introduction

In the COVID-19 pandemic, doctoral supervision has become remote and largely gone online. There were examples of remote doctoral supervision prior to the pandemic (Nasiri & Mafakheri, 2015); however, it is not until now that academics on a broad scale have engaged in remote doctoral supervision. Throughout the pandemic, remote doctoral supervision has merged, and sometimes confused, the professional and the private, the home and the institution, and the physical and the digital. The home has become a proxy of the institution in a very tangible manner. The digital has become a predominant characteristic of any supervisory or research meeting between individuals. Notions of
supervision, being and becoming academics, even notions of academia, may have changed in lasting ways. We present an analysis of the changed landscape of supervision in the current reality of doctoral candidates and supervisors.

We explore what can be learned from the established and emerging literature on supervision that will be of relevance for understanding and developing remote doctoral supervision. To situate this work, we start from the five dimensions of doctoral learning journeys (Wisker et al., 2010/2011): intellectual/cognitive, instrumental, professional/technical, personal/emotional and ontological (see Figure 1). These five dimensions account for doctoral candidates’ ‘learning leaps’ or, alternatively, ‘stuck places’ (Wisker et al., 2010/2010/2011, p. 22). We posed the following research question: *What are the challenges and affordances of remote doctoral supervision?*

This work provides a contribution to literature and practice by extending the influential Doctoral Learning Journeys model to the new reality of remote doctoral supervision necessitated by the pandemic. Our analysis emphasises the ways that remote doctoral supervision affects the possibilities for doctoral candidates to make the kinds of learning leaps that are essential to degree progress (Wisker, 2010).

![Figure 1. Remote supervision of doctoral candidates and their research across the five dimensions of doctoral learning journeys (adapted from Wisker et al., 2010/2011).](image-url)
Method

We revisited recent literature on sound supervision processes and challenges, and remote supervision in particular, and aligned it with the adapted Doctoral Learning Journeys model. This contribution draws on literature about remote supervision pertinent in the context of the current pandemic and incorporates knowledge exchange within the author team about current challenges, affordances and effective practices. The Doctoral Learning Journeys model (Wisker et al., 2010/2011/2011) provided a scaffold for structuring our exchanges of knowledge and experience and analysing published literature relevant to understanding doctoral supervision in the context of the current pandemic.

We applied thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) on two levels. At one level, we searched literature on the five dimensions of the Doctoral Learning Journeys model, using keywords, such as ‘remote’, ‘distance’ and ‘online’. The authors research different aspects of doctoral learning and supervision as cued in the biographical notes, and these diverse experiences informed the selection of literature presented here. At another level, we identified challenges (i.e. aspects that restrain, impede or hamper) and affordances (i.e. aspects that facilitate or enrich) for remote doctoral supervision in the selected literature.

Results

We frame our analysis of challenges and affordances in remote supervision around the five dimensions of the Doctoral Learning Journeys model (Wisker et al., 2010/2011/2011).

Intellectual/cognitive dimension

Supervision involves supporting doctoral candidates in gaining knowledge, provoking critical thinking, and learning practical skills through feedback, demonstration, and dialogue. Supervisors provide structure to generate clear goals and expectations, advice and factual information to plan and conduct research, and practical assistance and resources to teach and complete research tasks (Overall et al., 2011). Supervision also entails individually responsive and developmental dialogues to ‘nudge’ research thinking and articulation (Wisker et al., 2003) and scaffolding to help candidates develop independent critical thinking and research skills (Mullen, 2020; Odena & Burgess, 2015).

Remote supervision transcends the limitations of physical distance and is a viable alternative to impart knowledge despite the constraints of time, space, costs, and even politics (Ghani, 2020). It is possible to screen share written work in progress and to have mutually beneficial, intellectual dialogues online (Wisker et al., 2003). Digital platforms allow asynchronous reviewing and opportunities for reflection (Miller, 2020). Given the richness of online interactions, doctoral candidates’ satisfaction with remote supervision may not be significantly weaker than for in-person supervision (Tarlow et al., 2020). However, demonstrations and hands-on assistance are challenging online (Gill et al., 2020), which has implications for cognitive engagement (Williamson & Williamson, 2020). Online feedback lacking auditory, visual, and physical cues may also be difficult
to receive and interpret (Bengtsen & Jensen, 2015). Receiving both written and audio feedback supports a more in-depth cognitive presence than either mode alone (Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012). Importantly, however, remote supervision alone may impede development of the academic atmosphere unless concerted efforts are made to build community. Cognitive engagement requires attention, presence, time, and possibilities to connect with role models in the field (Williamson & Williamson, 2020).

**Instrumental dimension**

Both access and engagement with rules and regulations relate to the instrumental domain. Access to a stable internet connection and technological tools that facilitate online supervision can be problematic when candidates are spread across the globe, and experience unequal technology or skill, requiring flexibility on the part of supervisor and candidate. Supervisors tend to make technological choices and maintain control over the functions (screen sharing, etc.), which may exacerbate power dynamics when candidates have fewer resources (Alebaikan et al., 2020).

Pedagogical work in the current pandemic has necessitated the adoption of alternative engagement strategies using various digital devices and platforms to enhance accessibility to relevant content, which might be affected by individual differences in technological literacy (Nasiri & Mafakheri, 2015; Sussex, 2008) and training (Unwin, 2007). Supervisors need to spend time and effort to manage the online environment (Kumar et al., 2020), to agree on supervision arrangements and to build trust in the absence of nonverbal cues and informal interactions (Kumar & Johnson, 2019).

As a result of the pandemic, many doctoral candidates meet with their supervisors at a distance, and new cohorts have likely not met their supervisors in person. Distance candidates with pre-existing relationships with their supervisors may be reluctant to reach out to supervisors with problems via email (Kumar et al., 2020). A planned, structured supervision ‘sandwich’ of kindly supportive personal interactions to start and finish supervision, and engagement with intellectual work, research, writing and developmental dialogues is beneficial to candidate interaction and progress (Wisker, 2020).

**Professional/technical dimension**

Mentors and supervisors have long focused on the importance of supporting candidates’ development of relevant research, technical, and professional skills to sustain their postgraduate studies and prepare them for a range of potential future careers (Kumar & Johnson, 2017; Mullen, 2020; Sinche et al., 2017). Extensive attention has been devoted to doctoral study as a form of research apprenticeship (Exter & Ashby, 2019; Mullen, 2020). Prior work has emphasised in particular the powerful learning potential of working side-by-side with other researchers as a means for doctoral candidates to develop research and technical skills, adopt identities as researchers, and become socialised as scholars in their chosen fields (Blaney et al., 2020; Maher et al., 2019; McGinn et al., 2013).

Diminished opportunities for research apprenticeship in remote doctoral supervision had already been acknowledged pre-pandemic (Kumar & Johnson, 2019). These challenges became more acute during the pandemic due to restricted access to research sites
(Maranda et al., 2020; Sohrabi et al., 2021), especially when plans to collect first-hand data have been supplanted by a necessity to use existing data or shift to data that could be gathered from remote home locations (Gardner, 2020; Herbert, 2020; Jamal, 2020). Switching data or research foci may be particularly challenging for candidates and supervisors when there is no opportunity to sit together to engage in the research (Kumar & Johnson, 2017). Pandemic-related dislocation may also limit informal opportunities for discussion (Nasiri & Mafakheri, 2015). Disruptions to placements and field experiences have also diminished candidates’ access to field-based mentors who typically complement the support available from doctoral supervisors (Dempsey et al., 2021; Lasater et al., 2021).

Much attention has understandably focused on the limitations and challenges associated with the pandemic. There are, however, new or enhanced opportunities that have become available. Candidates with transferable skills have been called upon to contribute to vaccine administration, COVID-19 testing, and public health contact tracing. Whether involved directly or not in formalised practicum placements required for graduation or external opportunities presented in the current context, paid or unpaid, credit or non-credit, candidates have learned and applied new skills that may shape their future careers. Desai et al. (2020) describe the clinical skills and ethics-related competencies that professional psychology doctoral candidates have developed as their programmes have shifted in response to the pandemic. Such opportunities would normally not arise so early or perhaps at all, in clinical psychology practice. For some, time away from the usual on-site work tasks has also created time and space for additional online training (Cheng & Song, 2020). It is important, however, that candidates receive encouragement from supervisors to see these new opportunities as enhancements rather than distractions from their studies.

During this time of physical distancing, travel restrictions, and capacity reductions, the vast majority of academic conferences and seminars have shifted to virtual formats, which has enhanced accessibility in promising ways that are expected to have lasting effects in a post-pandemic era (Chacôn-Labela et al., 2021; Sarabipour, 2020). It is challenging, however, for virtual offerings to incorporate the informal interactions, shared meals, and socialising functions that contribute to relationship building and knowledge sharing at in-person scholarly events (Cheng & song, 2020; Sohrabi et al., 2021; Wang & DeLaquil, 2020). Such informal and semi-formal activities have a formative influence on scholarly identity development (James & Lokhtina, 2018; McAlpine et al., 2009). Supervisors have felt challenged to make up for these shortcomings for doctoral candidates (Lasater et al., 2021), especially while they too may be feeling the absence of colleagues (Metcalfe & Blanco, 2021).

**Personal/emotional dimension**

Doctoral supervision has been characterised as an emotional venture (Doloriert et al., 2012). It is important to create time and space within the supervisory relationship to discuss the personal effects of the pandemic (Cameron et al., 2021). Research on distance education doctoral programs indicates that doctoral candidates are more likely to report
feeling isolated and dissatisfied with doctoral supervision in online than in blended programs (Erichsen et al., 2014). Remote supervision creates additional challenges to the process of interaction (Gray & Crosta, 2019).

Emotional talk plays a different role in online than in-person settings (Zembylas, 2008). While sharing emotions in online learning may allow for taking perspective and creating a supportive emotional climate, it could intensify power and emotion dimensions (Doloriert et al., 2012). Supervisors and candidates need to manage a ‘delicate balance’ (Bastalich, 2017, p. 1147) and a high degree of adaptability. Heightened levels of stress, anxiety, depression and loneliness have emerged throughout the pandemic (Byrom, 2020; Deznabi et al., 2021). Without day-to-day interactions, there are fewer informal opportunities to engage with other scholars (Wang & DeLaquil, 2020). Working through these challenges requires compassion for self and others as plans, expectations and needs continue to evolve in unpredictable ways throughout the pandemic and recovery (Cameron et al., 2021). Now more than ever, supervisors need to prioritise equity and well-being in their interactions with doctoral candidates (Cameron et al., 2021; Lasater et al., 2021; Nocco et al., 2021).

**Ontological dimension**

The so-called ontological turn in higher education (Dall’Alba & Barnacle, 2007) emphasises intersections among personal being and becoming, knowledge practices and academic agency in a given setting. Pre-pandemic supervisors developed their habitus or dispositions for supervision in response to the structured system of social relations and procedures (Bourdieu, 1990), which may be incompatible with remote supervision. They may need to reposition their habitus and negotiate over the means and ways of engaging with/in the new social context of their institutions, which may necessitate additional support and facilitation from an institutional level. Supervisors who joined a new remote supervision setting in the pandemic may experience unfamiliar practices and expectations due to a new structure of social relations, which may prompt insecurity (see James & Lokhtina, 2018).

While the notion of ontology in higher education has long been connected to the condition of navigating in an unknown and unforeseeable future (Barnett, 2004), the focus has often been on unpredictable university and higher education futures – rather than unpredictable societal and cultural futures as faced in the current pandemic. In this context, we connect the notion of the ontological to academic being and becoming in relation to the meaning of the home (a ‘home-ontology’) (Nørgård & Bengtson, 2016). Not only are supervisors and candidates working from home in a physical and socio-material sense of the term, but ‘homeliness’ in the world more generally has been disturbed and challenged. Heidegger’s (2001, 2011) concepts of the home and the notion of dwelling provide a helpful lens for how the meaning and understanding of home, in the current situation, travel across physical, digital, institutional, professional, private, epistemic, and pedagogical realms. Are supervisors and candidates engaging in PhD supervision from home, or has the home itself become entangled into discursive and academic spaces and embedded into research and supervision practices?
It is key that supervisors and candidates find their home, and find themselves at home, in remote supervision to avoid splintering of the contact, diffusion of focus and disruption of the learning dialogue. To Heidegger (2001, 2011), the home and the process of homecoming is not necessarily related to the home as a socio-physical place. To be at home does not necessarily mean to be physically at one’s home address – but this is exactly the case at the moment; the paradox is that supervisors and candidates have to try to be at home in the supervision while they are at home, albeit a home that has changed due to the pandemic. Paraphrasing Heidegger (2011, p. 164), they are searching for a supervisory ‘homecoming’ and longing for a pedagogical ‘homeland’ – where ‘homeland . . . is [the] nearness to being’ and overcoming of the ‘homelessness’ of their pandemic homes. In remote supervision, supervisors and candidates must try to hold the home together and ensure a ‘pedagogical homecoming’. Creating a pedagogical homeliness in remote supervision requires that supervisors and candidates recognise, allow and acknowledge the tensions, paradoxes, vulnerability and exposedness that their homes express.

Conclusions

This contribution synthesises what can be learned from the established and emerging literature, and the dynamic exchanges of the experiences of the team of authors, utilising the supervision-focused framework adapted from the Doctoral Learning Journeys project (Wisker et al., 2010/2011/2011). In the current pandemic, remote doctoral supervision has revealed both challenges and affordances for candidates and supervisors. By organising the literature according to the dimensions of the doctoral learning journey, we have extended that earlier model to consider supervisor and candidate experiences in the new reality of remote supervision in a pandemic. Exploring these intertwined dimensions within pandemic conditions brings new perspectives to learning leaps and stuck places in doctoral learning and supervision (Wisker, 2010; Wisker et al., 2010/2011/2011). Our work contests some of the traditional dichotomies found in the literature, namely, doctoral supervision either as a physical or a digital pedagogy with focus on either formalised meetings or informal extracurricular activities, and being either an institutional(ised) pedagogy or a lifeworld trajectory. We argue that entangled, or ecological, doctoral pedagogies can overcome such dichotomies. Further research avenues may be pursued around pedagogical and lifeworld entanglements in doctoral supervision.

Finally, how we conceptualise the spaces we function in is not irrelevant. The home has become an in-between space, simultaneously ‘everywhere’ and ‘nowhere’. It has been invaded by work, study and socialising (on-screen) but has not stopped being a physical home. The cat still insists on attention as it walks across a keyboard during a sensitive meeting, and the (perhaps now home-schooled) children are still there – roaming around (often noisily!) in the background, or interrupting with cries for help as they have overcooked their lunch causing smoke to engulf the kitchen. Supervisors and candidates are everywhere and nowhere at the same time, and the supervisory ideals of attention, focus and listening have become challenged. Supervisors and candidates may not be at home in their supervision practices at the moment, but sharing this
pedagogical homelessness with each other may create a new common ground – a remote pedagogical home.
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